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About This Content

X3: Albion Prelude is the latest game in the X3 space game series. TRADE, FIGHT, BUILD, THINK in a living and breathing
universe. A new plot and many additions to the open free-form gameplay.

A Bridge Between the Old and New X Universe

X3: Albion Prelude plays in a time between the old and the new X Universe. It shows a universe in flux, and prepares players
for things to come. The old X Universe is passing; a new X Universe is about to be created.

War!

The X universe is undergoing a period of massive change. What started as a conflict of interest between the Earth and the races
of the X Universe has now escalated into a full scale war. Play a part in a war scenario bigger than anything the X Universe has

ever seen before!

Corporations Compete for Control of the Future

With the war as a backdrop, corporations old and new are vying for power and are driving the X Universe in a new direction. A
technological breakthrough will soon allow massive accelerators, forming highways in space and allowing the economy to
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expand on an unprecedented scale. Highways, a key feature of X: Rebirth, are not yet ready, but you can see them being built
and participate in the power struggles around the construction of much larger self sustaining economies.

Key features:

A new plot throws you into the power struggle between corporations at a time of war.

New Stock Exchange feature allows advanced investment strategies

Improved graphics quality setting for high end machines

Improved UI introducing charts to visualize economic developments

Support for head tracking

Note: X3: Albion Prelude will not be compatible with save-games from X3: Terran Conflict.
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Title: X3: Albion Prelude
Genre: Action, Simulation
Developer:
Egosoft
Publisher:
Egosoft
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2011

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / 8 / 7 / Vista SP1 / XP SP2

Processor: Pentium® IV or AMD® equivalent at 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB 3D DirectX 9 Compatible video card (not onboard) with Pixel Shader 1.1 support

Hard Drive: 10GB of free space

Sound: Soundcard (Surround Sound support recommended)

English,French,German,Italian,Russian,Polish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Japanese
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Good Space Game not for the Casual Gamer or not willing to read the manual types. If you put a little effort in it will eat away
at your life.. Sorry, but this game is too outdated for my taste. It just never grabbed me like rebirth did (even though you could
fly one ship!) and now that X4 has been released, why would I play an outdated version of X4? I know people like to say this
game is superior to X4 but it's only currently superior in terms of content (and mods). And that's only because this is the third
version of X3: Reunion and because this game has had years for egosoft to patch it!

X4 is still being updated and two dlcs are on their way. I'm sure in time X4 will be equal to this game (maybe even superior) but
with a better engine, modern game design, better mechanics, a more immersive universe and a modern UI. That is why this
game struggled to hook me. This game had some strange game design choices that I disliked. Be it because of poor choice from
the devs or limitations of the time. To name but a few:

Only able to save at a station until you buy the ability to save in space!

No cockpit view. Why?

Can't walk around your ship.

Terrible station and boarding mechanics. A station is just one giant structure that has to be connected to other giant stations like
string. X4 has better stations. Stations that are actually modular.

Dumb AI. Colliding into each other or into asteroids.

Terrible UI.

Terrible tutorials.

Poor voice acting. (rebirth has terrible voice acting too but x4 doesn't)

If anyone is seriously thinking of buying this game or is struggling to get immersed into this game, buy X4.

X4 has the potential to be the best space sandbox games of all time. This was the best x game once upon a time. But now it's
outdated and technology is only getting better every year. It's time for the series to evolve!. Still the best ! Even after the release
of X4 Foundation
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